FloorSharK

Why choose KernowJet FloorShark® for your indoor floors?

Tip:
Multiple panels
can be perfectly
aligned with
butt joints
Prints very easily on all
standard Wide-Format printers

Tough and tear-resistant
No lamination required
PVC free

Multiple panels will align perfectly,
no distortion and no shrinkage even over time

KernowJet FloorSharK is a unique floor graphics solution for indoor applications. It is perfect for
retail stores, supermarkets & shopping centres, airports, travel hubs, convention centres, ideal
for all smooth hard floors from concrete to tiling also including low pile carpets tiles. Its unique
sharkskin coating absorbs the inks and dries to a hard slip-resistant surface. The coating offers a
high R10-certified slip resistance and eliminates the need to laminate.
The floor graphics film is PVC-free and strongly tear-resistant, it will withstand everything from
pallet trucks to stiletto heels. With its specifically developed adhesive, it is easy to apply and
to reposition while applying - it will definitely not stretch or become distorted. KernowJet
FloorSharK offers an excellent removability; it is ideal for smaller designs like stickers as well as
covering of bigger surfaces made of multiple film strips. With zero shrinkage - avoiding the risk
of a rim of dirty adhesive forming around the print once applied. FloorSharK can be applied with
either a butt joint or with an overlapping technique.
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Removable
11N/25mm

Adhesive

Printability

Latex

UV

Solvent

Tip:

Avoid overly
complicated shapes,
always cut the edges
round to prevent
edge lifting

Tip:

Also Ideal as a
PVC-free, textured,
scratch-resistant
wallcovering film.
No stretching or
distortion

KernowJet FloorSharK®
Slip resistance and Fire ratings:

CERTIFIED

R10
SLIP RESISTANCE

PTV

UK-Certified pendulum test

LOW SLIP
POTENTIAL UNDER
WET & DRY CONDITIONS

CERTIFIED

BFL- s1
FIRE RATED
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